
Traditional High Tea   
£28.95  

A selection of Cocktail Finger Sandwiches.   
Warm Scone with Tiptree Strawberry Jam and Cornish 

Clotted Cream. A variety of fresh Dainty Cakes.   
Freshly served tea or coffee from our menu.   

UPGRADE TO  
Royal High Tea   

£34.95  
A Glass of fine Prosecco 

Children’s High Tea   
£10.95 

One warm Homemade Scone with Tiptree Strawberry 
Jam and Cornish Clotted Cream. Half round of  

Cocktail Sandwiches and one Cake.   
Tea, Coffee, Hot Chocolate or a soft drink. 

Mulberry House
Afternoon Tea

Speak to a member of our sales or reception team today!!

Instagram Website

Celebrate Easter    
ABBA Tribute Night 
King’s Coronation Tea    
Drag Queen Bingo 

Fathers’ Day    
Outdoor Cinema Nights  
Murder Mystery Evening 
Lunchtime Specials
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AMERICANO • LATTE • CAPPUCCINO • ESPRESSO 
HOT CHOCOLATE 

Coffee Selection

Tea Specialities

BLENDS                                                                 
English Breakfast                                                       
Blended with three different Assam leaf and 
scattered with golden tips - Assam breakfast 
blend is both clean and rich with hints of malt 
notes. Drunk with or without milk it is the ideal 
morning tea. 
Sapphire Earl Grey                                                    
Rich, delicate and full bodied, it gives an 
innovative twist to the traditional recipe with 
bergamot and blue malva flowers, giving 
coppery tones with subtle lemon notes. Can be 
enjoyed any time of the day.  

INDIAN                                                                       
Organic Darjeeling                                                   
The Champagne of teas, this Darjeeling 
certainly fits this description. The second flush is 
the most prized harvest of the year from one of 
the oldest and smallest tea plantations in India. 

CHINA                                                                        

Organic Jasmine                                                        
A floral, aromatic Chinese green tea, delicately 
scented with jasmine petals. The distinctive, 
light and smooth flavour has been enjoyed for 
centuries and remains a favourite.  

Dragonwell Green Tea                                              
The famous Lung Ching tea has quickly become 
one of the most renowned green teas in the 
world. It offers a smooth, subtle flavour with a 
slight sweet finish, the mark of exceptional 
quality. 

CEYLON                                                                     
Decaffeinated Ceylon                                               
This award winning Ceylon from deep in the 
mountains of Sri Lanka, is famous for its bright 
reddish colours, rich and smooth taste and nutty 
character. It is naturally decaffeinated to ensure 
the flavour remains intact.                                         

FRUIT BLENDS                                                          
Persian Pomegranate                                               
Capturing the unique flavour of one of the 
world’s oldest fruits, it delivers a succulent 
herbal infusion. Pomegranate is a super fruit 
which is high in antioxidants therefore popular 
amongst the health conscious. 

White Pear and Ginger                                             
A delicate white tea blend with silver needle, 
blended with the sweet taste of juicy pear and 
subtle twist of spicy ginger. The result is a 
perfect balance producing a delicate and 
delightful infusion - a real afternoon joy.  

Wild Encounter                                                         
This caffeine free herbal blend will send your 
taste buds reeling. One sip and you will 
encounter the sweet and tart sensations of fruit 
and berries.  

HERBAL INFUSIONS                                                

Egyption Mint Tea                                                     
This leaf dating back to the pharoahs is a hearty 
caffeine-free peppermint. Its refreshing, cooling 
and flavourful notes are well rounded with no 
bitter aftertaste and perfect for cleansing the 
palate. 

Spicy Rooibos                                                            
A caffeine free super grade Rooibos blend with 
brazilian red pepper, cinnamon, cardamom, 
cloves and a hint of orange. It is fresh with subtle 
warming spice notes, a real energiser and 
afternoon treat. 

Citrus Chamomile                                                     
Since early Greco-Roman period, the calming 
and soothing qualities of Chamomile have been 
well known. This caffeine-free blend is enhanced 
with delightful flavour of lemongrass giving a 
mellow cirtrus delight.                                              
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